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Abstract
Is it possible to use convolutional neural networks pre-trainedwithout anynatural images to assist natural image understanding?
The paper proposes a novel concept, Formula-driven Supervised Learning (FDSL). We automatically generate image patterns
and their category labels by assigning fractals, which are based on a natural law. Theoretically, the use of automatically
generated images instead of natural images in the pre-training phase allows us to generate an infinitely large dataset of labeled
images. The proposed framework is similar yet different from Self-Supervised Learning because the FDSL framework enables
the creation of image patterns based on any mathematical formulas in addition to self-generated labels. Further, unlike pre-
training with a synthetic image dataset, a dataset under the framework of FDSL is not required to define object categories,
surface texture, lighting conditions, and camera viewpoint. In the experimental section, we find a better dataset configuration
through an exploratory study, e.g., increase of #category/#instance, patch rendering, image coloring, and training epoch.
Although models pre-trained with the proposed Fractal DataBase (FractalDB), a database without natural images, do not
necessarily outperform models pre-trained with human annotated datasets in all settings, we are able to partially surpass the
accuracy of ImageNet/Places pre-trained models. The FractalDB pre-trained CNN also outperforms other pre-trained models
on auto-generated datasets based on FDSL such as Bezier curves and Perlin noise. This is reasonable since natural objects and
scenes existing around us are constructed according to fractal geometry. Image representation with the proposed FractalDB
captures a unique feature in the visualization of convolutional layers and attentions.

Keywords Formula-driven supervised learning · Image recognition · Representation learning

1 Introduction

The introduction of sophisticated pre-training image rep-
resentation has led to a great expansion of the potential
of image recognition. Image representations with e.g., the
ImageNet/Places pre-trained convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), have without doubt become the most important
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breakthrough in recent years (Deng et al. 2008; Zhou et al.
2017). Specifically, we had a lot to learn from the ImageNet
project, such as a huge number of annotations by tens of thou-
sands of participants accomplished by crowdsourcing and a
well-organized categorization based on WordNet Fellbaum
(1998). There are several important steps including category
definition, image collection, labeling, image selection, and
cross-checking.Due to the scale and labeling quality, the con-
struction of this dataset became the baseline for subsequent
projects. Thanks to ImageNet and other salient projects, the
concept has changed frommodel-driven to data-drivenmeth-
ods in the era of deep neural networks. However, due to the
fact that the annotation was carried out by a large number of
unspecified people, most of whom are not experts in image
classification and the corresponding areas, the dataset con-
tains some labels which are incorrect and/or violate rules and
norms concerning privacy and ethics (Yang et al. 2020). This
limits ImageNet to only non-commercial usage. Moreover,
in 2020, access rights to the 80M Tiny Images dataset were
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withdrawn (Torralba et al. 2008) on the basis of a techni-
cal report (Birhane and Prabhu 2021). In this way, several
large-scale image datasets are no longer publicly available
due to privacy and ethical issues. From another perspective,
thoughmodels trained onmassive-scale datasets such as JFT-
300M (Sun et al. 2017) and Instagram-3.5B (Mahajan et al.
2018) have been shown to exhibit superior performance in
terms of image recognition, these datasets are limited to use
inside of a company and are not currently publicly avail-
able. Note that YFCC-100M was made publicly available
in the machine learning community but access rights of the
Flickr-based datasetwere apparentlywithdrawn1.Webelieve
that these occurrences concerning large-scale image datasets
and their pre-trained CNN models significantly impedes the
prospects of vision-based recognition.

We begin by considering a pre-trained CNNmodel with a
million natural images. In most cases, representative image
datasets consist of natural images taken by a camera that
express a projection of the real world. Although the space
of image representation is enormous (a 300k-pixel grayscale
image has 256300,000 space), a CNNmodel has been shown to
be capable of recognizing natural images from among around
one million natural images from the ImageNet dataset.
We believe that labeled images on the order of millions
have a great potential to improve image representation as
a pre-trained model. However, we suggest that it is perti-
nent to consider the following question: Can we accomplish
pre-training without any natural images for parameter fine-
tuning on a dataset including natural images? To the best
of our knowledge, the ImageNet/Places pre-trained mod-
els have not been replaced by a model trained without
natural images. Here, we consider pre-training without nat-
ural images. To replace the models pre-trained with natural
images, we attempt to find a method for automatically gener-
ating images. Automatically generating a large-scale labeled
image dataset is challenging. However, a model pre-trained
without natural images makes it possible to solve problems
related to privacy, copyright, and ethics, as well as issues
related to the cost of image collection and labeling.

Our problem setting is similar in some respects to self-
supervised learning (SSL) which automatically generates
pseudo labels in natural images. The representative SSL
methods contain e.g., contrastive labels (CPC Oord et al.
2018, MoCo He et al. 2020, SimCLR Chen et al. 2020),
context-based labels (Jigsaw puzzle Noroozi and Favaro
2016, Rotation Gidaris et al. 2018, DeepCluster Caron et al.
2018), and generation-based labels (colorization Zhang et al.
2016, BigBiGANDonahue and Simonyan 2019). Our goal is
to automatically create both self-generating images and their
labels for constructing a pre-training CNNmodel. Therefore,
it is different from SSL in terms of natural images usage. The

1 http://mmcommons.org/.

SSL framework is still subject to some concerns regarding
the above-mentioned dataset-related problems.

Unlike a synthetic image dataset, can we automatically
make image patterns and their labels with image projec-
tion from a mathematical formula? Regarding synthetic
datasets, the SURREAL dataset (Varol et al. 2017) has
successfully made training samples of estimating human
poses with human-based motion capture (mocap) and back-
ground. In this context, Domain Randomization (e.g., Tobin
et al. 2017; Sundermeyer et al. 2018) and Cut-and-Paste
Learn (e.g., Dwibedi et al. 2017; Remez et al. 2018) are
also successful approaches for automatically synthesizing
from defined object models by considering, e.g., object pos-
ture, foreground-background boundary, background, light-
ing conditions, and camera viewpoint. In contrast, our
Formula-driven Supervised Learning and the generated
formula-driven image dataset has significant potential to
automatically generate an image pattern and a label. For
example, we consider using fractals, a sophisticated natu-
ral formula (Mandelbrot 1983). Generated fractals can differ
drastically following a slight change in the parameters, and
can often be distinguished in the real-world. Most natural
objects appear to be composed of complex patterns, but frac-
tals allow us to understand and reproduce these patterns.

We believe that the concept of pre-training without nat-
ural images can simplify large-scale DB construction, and
that models pre-trained on formula-driven images can be
effective. The advantage of using a formula-driven image
dataset comprised of automatically generated image patterns
and labels is that it enables us to efficiently solve some of
the current issues surrounding using a CNN, namely, large-
scale image database construction without human annotation
and image downloading. Fundamentally, construction of
the dataset does not rely on any natural images (e.g. Ima-
geNet Deng et al. 2008 or Places Zhou et al. 2017) or closely
resembling synthetic images (e.g., SURREAL Varol et al.
2017). The present paper makes the following contributions.

The concept of pre-training without natural images pro-
vides a method by which to automatically generate a
large-scale image dataset complete with image patterns and
their labels. In order to construct such a database, through
exploratory research, we experimentally disclose ways to
automatically generate categories using fractals. In what
follows, two sets of randomly searched fractal databases
are generated in the following manner: FractalDB-1k/10k,
which consists of 1000/10,000 categories (see Fig. 1 for
all FractalDB-1k categories). See Fig. 2a for Formula-
driven Supervised Learning from categories of FractalDB-
1k. Regarding the proposed database, the FractalDB pre-
trained model outperforms some models pre-trained by
human annotated datasets (see Table 8 for details). Further-
more, Fig. 2b shows that FractalDB pre-training accelerated
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Fig. 1 All categories in the FractalDB-1k dataset. 1,000 fractal categories are listed, rendered by Iterated Function Systems (IFS). Surprisingly, a
CNN architecture classifies the image patterns with close to 100% training accuracy

(a) (b)

Fig. 2 Proposed pre-trainingwithout natural images based on fractals,which represent natural phenomena existing in the realworld (Formula-driven
Supervised Learning). We automatically generate a large-scale labeled image dataset based on an iterated function system (IFS)

the convergence speed, which was much better than training
from scratch and similar to ImageNet pre-training.

2 RelatedWork

2.1 Pre-Training on Large-Scale Datasets

A number of large-scale datasets have been made publically
available for exploring how to extract image representa-
tions. ImageNet (Deng et al. 2008), which consists of more
than 14 million images, is the most widely-used dataset
for pre-training networks. Because it comprises images of
20k natural object categories, the obtained image represen-
tation is often effective for various visual recognition tasks

in the real world. COCO (Lin et al. 2014) and OpenIm-
ages (Krasin et al. 2017) provide a large number of images
with ground-truth bounding boxes for object detection and
segmentation masks for instance segmentation. In terms of
scene recognition, Places (Zhou et al. 2017) provides more
than 10 million images comprising 434 scene categories
such as “restaurant”, “dining hall”, and “forest”. To capture
human actions, video datasets such as Kinetics (Kay et al.
2017) and Moments-in-Time (Monfort et al. 2019) often
improve image and video representations. These datasets
have contributed to improving the accuracy of DNNs. Some
in-house datasets, e.g., JFT-300M (Sun et al. 2017) and IG-
3.5B (Mahajan et al. 2018), are known to be useful for further
improving pre-training performance. Historically, in terms
of multiple evaluation metrics, pre-training on ImageNet has
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been proved to be one of the most promising and reason-
able approaches. This is because image representations can
be adapted to each target task by applying transfer learning
techniques (Donahue et al. 2014; Huh et al. 2016; Kornblith
et al. 2019) including simple fine-tuning.

2.2 Learning Frameworks

Supervised learning with manually and precisely anno-
tated images is currently the most promising framework
for obtaining strong image representations, and thus reduc-
ing the annotation cost is an important research topic.
Recently, the research community has been considering
how to decrease the volume of labeled data required for
training. Example approaches include weakly-supervised
learning, semi-supervised learning, unsupervised learning,
and self-supervised learning. Among these approaches, self-
supervised learning has attracted significant attention due
to its performance in terms of both accuracy and cost effi-
ciency. The idea is to configure a simple but suitable task,
called a pre-text task (Doersch et al. 2015; Noroozi and
Favaro 2016; Noroozi et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2016; Noroozi
et al. 2017; Gidaris et al. 2018), in which networks learn to
predict obvious labels on unlabeled images. For example, rel-
ative positions and/or rotations of image patches are used as
obvious labels in some conventional methods such as jigsaw
puzzle (Noroozi and Favaro 2016), image rotation (Gidaris
et al. 2018), and colorization (Zhang et al. 2016). They are far
from being a fully suitable alternative to human annotation,
but the idea has proven to be effective for learning representa-
tions.More recent approaches includingDeepCluster (Caron
et al. 2018), MoCo (He et al. 2020), and SimCLR (Chen
et al. 2020) are closer to the performance pre-trained by
human-annotated datasets like ImageNet. More recent stud-
ies discussed SSLwith single images (Asano et al. 2020) and
self-labeling (Asano et al. 2020); therefore, we believe that
the pre-training (pre-text task in SSL) can be done without
any natural images. In addition to the self-generated labels
that SSL creates, our training on FDSL enables the auto-
matic rendering of training images based on a mathematical
formula.

2.3 Network Architectures

In many visual recognition tasks, neural networks have
achieved state-of-the-art performance. In particular, CNNs
having several tens to hundreds of hidden layers, each of
which performs convolutional or pooling operations, are
often utilized with the above learning frameworks. The first
success in large-scale image classification was achieved in
2012 with AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al. 2012), which is a
network with eight layers. Subsequently, deeper network
architectureswere proposed such asVGGNet (Simonyan and

Zisserman 2015) with 16 to 19 layers and the Inception net-
work (GoogLeNet) (Szegedy et al. 2015) with more than 20
layers. ResNet (He et al. 2016) further explored architectures
with 100+ layers by introducing skip connections. Among
these network architectures, ResNet is the most widely-used
due to its training stability. It also has various extensions
such as ResNeXt (Xie et al. 2017), MobileNet (Howard et al.
2017; Sandler et al. 2018; Howard et al. 2019), SENet (Hu
et al. 2020), and DenseNet (Huang et al. 2017).

2.4 Synthetic Image Pre-Training

There exists a similar setting with synthetic image pre-
training in visual representation learning. In this context, we
introduce the usage of 2D and 3D data configuration.

One of the most promising frameworks in 2D images is
‘Cut-and-Paste Learn’, which enabled to train a CNN from
segmented real image and background (Dwibedi et al. 2017;
Remez et al. 2018). Dwibedi et al. discovered that a CNN
can be trained with only synthetic images (Dwibedi et al.
2017). They gave an image label from a segmented image
and added a bounding box when a synthetic image is cre-
ated. A segmented image must be embedded with Poisson
blending (Perez et al. 2003) into a synthetic image while
considering a boundary between object and background. The
Cut-and-Paste Learn can be applied in semantic segmenta-
tion tasks (Remez et al. 2018). Shrivastava et al. proposed an
image transformation from synthetic to photo-realistic image
based on a generative model (Shrivastava et al. 2017). We
witnessed how the approach is effective in simple real-world
patterns.

In synthetic datasets from 3D data, we have assigned
mocap humans (Varol et al. 2017) and CAD/scanned objects
(Tobin et al. 2017; Sundermeyer et al. 2018; Movshovitz-
Attias et al. 2016). Although these synthetic approaches
with 3D data successfully increased the number of train-
ing datasets, detailed definitions are required such as object
posture, background texture, lighting condition, and camera
viewpoint.

2.5 Mathematical Formula for Image Projection

One of the best-known formula-driven image projections is
fractals. Fractal theory has been discussed for many years
(e.g., Mandelbrot 1983; Landini et al. 1995; Smith et al.
1996). Fractal theory has been applied to rendering a graph-
ical pattern in a simple equation (Barnsley 1988; Monro and
Budbridge 1995; Chen and Bi 1997) and constructing visual
recognition models (Pentland 1984; Varma and Garg 2007;
Xu et al. 2009; Larsson et al. 2017). Although a rendered
fractal pattern loses its infinite potential for representation
by projection to a 2D-surface, a human can recognize the
rendered fractal patterns as natural objects.
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Since the success of these studies relies on the fractal
geometry of naturally occurring phenomena (Mandelbrot
1983; Falconer 2004), our assumption that fractals can assist
learning image representations for recognizingnatural scenes
and objects is supported. Other methods, namely those
involving Bezier curves (Farin 1993) or Perlin noise (Perlin
2002), have also been discussed in terms of computational
rendering. We also implement and compare these methods
in the experimental section (see Table 12).

3 Automatically Generated Large-Scale
Dataset

Figure 3 presents an overview of the Fractal DataBase
(FractalDB), which consists of an infinite number of pairs of
fractal images I and their fractal categories c with an iter-
ated function system (IFS) (Barnsley 1988).We chose fractal
geometry because this means that a simple equation can be
used to render complex patterns that are closely related to
natural objects. All fractal categories are randomly searched
(see Fig. 2a), and the intra-category instances are expan-
sively generated by considering category configurations such
as rotation and patch. (The augmentation is shown as θ → θ

′

in Fig. 3.)
In order to construct a pre-trained CNN model, the

FractalDB is applied to each training of the parameter opti-
mization as follows. (i) Fractal images with paired labels are
randomly sampled by a mini batch B = {(I j , c j )}bj=1. (ii)
Calculate the gradient of B to reduce the loss. (iii) Update
the parameters. Note that we replace the pre-training step,
such as using the ImageNet pre-trained model. We also con-
duct a fine-tuning step as well as plain transfer learning (e.g.,
ImageNet pre-training and CIFAR-10 fine-tuning).

3.1 Fractal Image Generation

In order to construct fractals, we use IFS (Barnsley 1988). In
fractal analysis, an IFS is defined on a complete metric space
X by

IFS = {X ;w1, w2, · · · , wN ; p1, p2, · · · , pN }, (1)

where wi : X → X are transformation functions, pi are
probabilities which sum to 1, and N is the number of trans-
formations.

Using the IFS, a fractal S = {xt }∞t=0 ∈ X is con-
structed by the random iteration algorithm (Barnsley 1988),
which repeats the following two steps for t = 0, 1, 2, · · ·
from an initial point x0. (i) Select a transformation w∗ from
{w1, · · · , wN } with pre-defined probabilities pi = p(w∗ =
wi ) to determine the i-th transformation. (ii) Produce a new
point xt+1 = w∗(xt ).

Since the focus herein is on representation learning for
image recognition, we construct fractals in the 2D Euclidean
space X = R

2. In this case, each transformation is assumed
in practice to be an affine transformation (Barnsley 1988),
which has a set of six parameters θi = (ai , bi , ci , di , ei , fi )
for rotation and shifting:

wi (x; θi ) =
[
ai bi
ci di

]
x +

[
ei
fi

]
. (2)

An image representation of the fractal S is obtained by draw-
ing dots on a black background. The details of this step with
its adaptable parameters are explained in Sect. 3.3.

3.2 Fractal Categories

Undoubtedly, automatically generating categories for pre-
training of image classification is a challenging task. Here,
we associate the categories with fractal parameters a– f . As
shown in the experimental section, we successfully generate
a number of pre-trained categories on FractalDB (see Fig. 6)
through formula-driven image projection by an IFS.

Since an IFS is characterized by a set of parameters and
their corresponding probabilities, i.e.,Θ = {(θi , pi )}Ni=1, we
assume that a fractal categoryhas afixedΘ andpropose1,000
or 10,000 randomly searched fractal categories (FractalDB-
1k/10k). The reason for using 1,000 categories is closely
related to the experimental results for various #categories in
Fig. 5.

3.2.1 FractalDB-1k/10k

consists of 1000/10,000 different fractals (examples shown in
Fig. 2a), the parameters of which are automatically generated
by repeating the following procedure. First, N is sampled
from a discrete uniformdistribution,N = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}.
Second, the parameter θi for the affine transformation is
sampled from the uniform distribution on [−1, 1]6 for i =
1, 2, · · · , N . Third, pi is set to

pi = det Ai∑N
i=1 det Ai

, (3)

where Ai = (ai , bi ; ci , di ) is a rotation matrix of the affine
transformation. Finally, Θi = {(θi , pi )}Ni=1 is accepted as a
new category if the filling rate r of the representative image
of its fractal S is investigated in the experiment (see Table 2).
The filling rate r is calculated as the number of pixels of
the fractal with respect to the total number of pixels in the
image.
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Fig. 3 Overview of the proposed framework. Generating FractalDB:
Pairs of an image I j and its fractal category c j are generated with-
out human labeling and image downloading. Application to transfer

learning: A FractalDB pre-trained convolutional network is assigned to
conduct transfer learning for other datasets

Fig. 4 Intra-category augmentation of a leaf fractal. Here, ai , bi , ci ,
and di are for rotation, and ei and fi are for shifting

3.3 Adaptable Parameters for FractalDB

As described in the experimental section, we investigated
several parameters related to fractal parameters and image
rendering. The types of parameters are listed as follows.

3.3.1 #Category and #Instance

We believe that the effects of #category and #instance are the
most significant in the pre-training task. We change the two
parameters from 16 to 1,000 as {16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512,
1,000}.

3.3.2 Patch versus Point

We apply a 3×3 [pixel] patch filter to generate fractal images
in addition to the rendering at each 1×1 [pixel] point. The
patch renderingmeans that 3×3 [pixel] patch is drawn instead
of 1×1 [pixel] point at each iteration to generate a fractal
image. These rendering methods make a difference as the
‘original (point)’ and ‘patch’ in Fig. 3. The patch filter creates
variation in the pre-training phase. We repeat the following
process t times. We set a pixel (u, v), and then a random
dot(s) with a 3×3 patch is inserted in the sampled area.

3.3.3 Filling Rate r

We set the filling rate from 0.05 (5%) to 0.25 (25% at 5%
intervals, namely, {0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25}. Note that
we could not yield any randomized category at a filling rate
of over 30%.

3.3.4 Weight of Intra-Category Fractals (w)

In order to generate an intra-category image, the parame-
ters for an image representation are varied. Intra-category
images are generated by changing one of the parameters
ai , bi , ci , di , ei and, fi with weighting parameter w. The
basic parameter is from ×0.8 to ×1.2 at intervals of 0.1, i.e.,
{0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2}. Figure 4 shows an example of the
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intra-category variation in fractal images.We believe that the
intra-class diversity based on the weighting parameter helps
to improve the performance for image classification.

3.3.5 #Dot (t) and Image Size (W , H)

The #Dot parameter means the number of drawing iterations
with 3×3 [pixel] patch or 1×1 [pixel] point in a fractal image.
We vary the parameters t as {100K, 200K, 400K, 800K} and
(W and H ) as {256, 362, 512, 764, 1024}. The averaged
parameter in grayscale has a pixel value of (r , g, b) = (127,
127, 127) (for pixel values from 0 to 255).

3.3.6 Grayscale/Color Configuration

The renderer plots dots with fixed grayscale pixels (r , g, b)
= (127, 127, 127) (range of pixel value: 0–255). In the color
configuration, we plot randomly colored dots with discrete
uniform distributions at each pixel.

3.3.7 Training Epoch

We set a longer training epoch in FractalDB. Due to the
computational resource, the computing is limited up to 200
epochs when we consider a larger computational task such
as FractalDB-10k. In the present experiment, we take check-
points during pre-training by setting the number of epochs
to 90, 120, or 200 and then fine-tune. Other Self-Supervised
Learning methods like SimCLR (Chen et al. 2020) explore
a longer training strategy. We also plan to carry out a longer
training strategy in future.

3.4 Other Formula-Driven Image Datasets

We list and describe how to construct other formula-driven
image databases with Perlin noise (PerlinNoiseDB) (Perlin
2002) and Bezier curves (BezierCurveDB) (Farin 1993).

3.4.1 PerlinNoiseDB

Perlin Noise is a widely used method for generating textures
in computer graphics. Just like fractals, it is formula driven
and capable of constructing a database without human anno-
tation. Itmatches the concept ofPre-trainingwithout Natural
Images, and thuswe implemented a PerlinNoiseDBas a com-
parator to the FractalDB.

Generating Perlin noise can be divided into three steps:
definition of a 2D-grid, calculation based on an argument
point, and interpolation. First, a 2D-grid is defined with a
random gradient vector given at each grid point. Next, the
value of each argument point is computed by a dot product
between gradient vectors at the four corners of the cell the
point belongs to, and distance vectors between the argument

point and the corresponding grid points. Finally, through an
interpolation between the four values computed in step 2, the
final value of the argument point is determined. Through this
simple process, Perlin noise can be generated.

The interval gradient vectors affect the complexity of
the generated noise. For example, compared to noise com-
puted from a grid with a gradient vector at every grid point,
noise computed from a grid with a gradient vector at every
two grid points will be rougher in terms of complexity of
the noise. In the implementation of the PerlinNoiseDB, we
used this difference in complexity to generate categories. For
example, in PerlinNoiseDB-100, we defined a 1024×1024
grid with gradient vectors 210−ngrid points vertically and
210−m grid points horizontally (n,m = 1, 2, ..., 10), which
makes category n_m. As a result, we created 100 categories:
01_01, 01_02,..., 10_09, 10_10. 01_01 is the category with
the roughest noise, whereas 10_10 is the one with the most
detailed noise.

As for the instances within each of the categories, we
changed the gradient vectors. The angles at which the gra-
dient vectors are defined at each grid point are determined
randomly. Therefore, redefining the gradient vectors would
result in different gradient vectors, and thus different noise.
Using this simple method, there are 10,000 instances per cat-
egory in PerlinNoiseDB-100.

Comparing several datasets, PerlinNoiseDB-100, Perlin
NoiseDB-1296, it seemed that the more categories there are,
the better the accuracy. Further, between datasets with the
same number of categories but with a different number of
instances, datasets with more instances performed better.
This tendency is the same as that of FractalDB.

3.4.2 BezierCurveDB

Just like PerlinNoiseDB, we also implemented a Bezier-
CurveDB in comparison to the FractalDB. The Bezier-
CurveDB consists of images of Bezier curves. It is a method
for generating smooth curves in computer graphics. Bezier
curves are also formula driven and can construct a dataset
without human annotation.

Bezier curves aren−1-dimensional curves generated from
n points. De Casteljau’s algorithm is a widely used method
for drawing the curves. Bezier curves are generated by the
following procedure:

1. Plot n dots
2. Form lines between those dots.
3. Plot dots dividing each line into t : 1 − t
4. Repeat (2) to (3) until only one dot is left

We implemented a BezierCurveDB for pre-training, and
describe the dataset categories and instances. Note that gen-
erated images are composed of lines formed to render the
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curves. The image categories are defined by a pair of n and s
representing the number of dots plotted first in generating the
Bezier curves, and the number of line division steps, respec-
tively. For example, in theBezierCurvesDB-1024 dataset, we
defined category n_s by combining 32 numbers (n,s = 3, 4,
..., 33, 34). As a result, we created 1024 categories: 03_03,
03_04, 03_05, ..., 34_32, 34_33, 34_34. 03_03 is the category
of 2D curves generated with dividing lines into 3 equal parts.
Next, in terms of the instances within each of the categories,
the location of the first dot was varied. By plotting these first
dots randomly, we created 1,000 instances per category in
BezierCurveDB.

We compared several datasets and BezierCurveDB
(BezierCurveDB-144 and BezierCurveDB-1024), as per the
approach takenwith PerlinNoiseDB.As a result, it was found
that BezierCurveDBhas the same tendency as FractalDB and
PerlinNoiseDB i.e., the higher the number of categories or
instances, the higher the accuracy.

4 Experiments

Through a set of experiments, we investigated the effective-
ness of FractalDB and how to construct categories with the
effects of configuration, as mentioned in Sect. 3.3. We then
quantitatively evaluated and compared the proposed frame-
work with Supervised Learning (ImageNet-1k and Places-
365, namely ImageNet (Deng et al. 2008) and Places (Zhou
et al. 2017) pre-trained models) and SSL (Deep Cluster-
10k (Caron et al. 2018)) on several datasets (Krizhevsky
2009; Deng et al. 2008; Zhou et al. 2017; Everingham et al.
2015; Lake et al. 2015). In SSL, we used DeepCluster-10k
because this method is the most similar to the proposed
method from the perspective of pseudo labels based on the
specific function. In DeepCluster-10k, k-means clustering is
applied to create labels from convolutional features.

4.1 Implementation Details

To confirm the properties of FractalDB and compare our pre-
trained feature with previous studies, we principally used
ResNet-50. Several architectures such as AlexNet and the
ResNet-family are investigated in Table 9; however, the other
experiments are conducted using only ResNet-50. We sim-
ply replaced the pre-training phase with our FractalDB (e.g.,
FractalDB-1k/10k), without changing the fine-tuning step.
Moreover, in using the fine-tuning datasets, we conducted a
standard training/validation. For pre-training andfine-tuning,
we used the momentum stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
(Bottou 2010) optimization algorithm with a momentum
value of 0.9, a basic batch size of 256, and an initial learning
rate of 0.01. The learning rate was multiplied by 0.1 when
the learning epoch reached 30 and then again at epoch 60.

Training was performed up to epoch 90. Moreover, the input
images were cropped to a size of 224 × 224 [pixel] from a
256×256 [pixel] input image.We implemented only random
cropping as a data augmentation method, since our goal is to
evaluate the potential of FractalDB pre-training in a simple
manner.

4.2 Tunings and Comparisons

We explored the configuration of formula-driven image
datasets regarding fractal generation by comparing the
models trained on variously configured FractalDBs. We
evaluate their performance on CIFAR-10/100 (C10, C100),
ImageNet-100 (IN100), and Places-30 (P30) datasets. Con-
sidering the computational resource, we assigned IN100
and P30 as a replacement for the ImageNet-1k and Places-
365 datasets. We randomly selected 100/30 categories from
ImageNet-1k and Places-365 datasets. The parameters cor-
respond to those mentioned in Sect. 3.3. Additionally, we
compared the best practice in FractalDB pre-training to the
related pre-training on representative datasets.

4.2.1 #Category and #Instance

In Figs. 5a–d, we plot the performance of FractalDBs, con-
figured with various numbers of category and instance, to
investigate their effects. We investigate the parameters with
{16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1000} on both properties. Here,
we find that the larger values tend to be better. At the begin-
ning, a larger parameter in pre-training tends to improve the
accuracy in fine-tuning on all the datasets. With C10/100, we
can see +7.9/+16.0 increases in performance as #category
increases from 16 to 1,000. Performance improvements are
also discernable as #instance per category increases, albeit
to a lower extent: +5.2/+8.9 on C10/100.

Hereafter,we assigned1,000 [category]×1,000 [instance]
as a basic dataset size and tried to train 10k categories since
the #category parameter is more effective in improving per-
formance.

4.2.2 Patch versus Point

In Table 1, we investigate effects of the different sized fil-
ters in the generation process. Table 1 shows the difference
between 3×3 [pixel] patch rendering and 1×1 [pixel] point
rendering. Here, we find that Patch with 3 × 3 [pixel] is bet-
ter. We can confirm that the 3 × 3 [pixel] patch rendering
is better for pre-training with 92.1 vs. 87.4 (+4.7) on C10
and 72.0 vs. 66.1 (+5.9) on C100. Moreover, when compar-
ing random patch patterns to fixed patch in image rendering,
performance rates increased by {+0.8, +1.6, +1.1, +1.8} on
{C10, C100, IN100, P30}.
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(a) CIFAR-10 (b) CIFAR-100 (c) ImageNet-100 (d) Places-30

Fig. 5 Effects of #category and #instance on the CIFAR-10/100, ImageNet-100 and Places-30 datasets. The other parameter is fixed at 1,000, e.g.
#Category is fixed at 1,000 when #Instance changed by {16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1,000}

4.2.3 Filling Rate

In Table 2, we investigate the effects of the different filling
rates. The top scores for each dataset and the parameter are
92.0, 80.5 and 75.5 with a filling rate of 0.10 on C10, IN100
and P30, respectively. Based on these results, although there
are no significant changes between {0.05, 0.10, 0.15}, a fill-
ing rate of 0.10 appears to be better.

4.2.4 Weight of Intra-Category Fractals

In Table 3, we investigate the effects of intra-category vari-
ance by changing the intervals as follows. Starting from the
basic parameter at intervals of 0.1 with {0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1,
1.2} (see Fig. 4), we varied the intervals as 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,
and 0.5. For the case inwhich the interval is 0.5, we set {0.01,
0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0} in order to avoid the weighting value being
set as zero. A higher intra-category variance tends to provide
higher accuracy. We confirm that the accuracies varied as
{92.1, 92.4, 92.4, 92.7, 91.8} on C10, where 0.4 is the high-
est performance rate (92.7), but 0.5 decreases the recognition
rate (91.8). We conclude an interval of 0.4 to be the best. We
used the weight value with a 0.4 interval, i.e., {0.2, 0.6, 1.0,
1.4, 1.8}.

4.2.5 #Dot

In Table 4, we investigate the effects of the different num-
bers of dots by comparing 100k, 200k, and 400k dots. The
best parameters for each configuration are 100K on C10
(91.3), 200k on C100/P30 (71.0 / 74.8), and 400k on IN100
(80.0). Although a larger value is suitable on IN100, a lower
value tends to be better on C10, C100, and P30. For the #dot
parameter, we select 200k considering the balance in terms
of rendering speed and accuracy.

4.2.6 Image Size

In Table 5, we investigate the effects of the different image
sizes. In terms of image size, 256×256 [pixel] and 362×362

[pixel] perform similarly, e.g., 73.6 (256) vs. 73.2 (362) on
C100. A larger size, such as 1024 × 1024, is sparse in the
image plane. Therefore, the fractal image projection pro-
duces better results in the cases of 256 × 256 [pixel] and
362 × 362 [pixel]. Here, a larger image size with a large
amount of #dot can clearly represent the fractal geometry.
However, due to the limitation of computational resources
and pixel characteristics, we set the image size in rendering
time as 362 × 362.

4.2.7 Grayscale/Color Configuration

In Table 6, we investigate the difference between two config-
urations with grayscale and color FractalDB. In pre-training
on the FractalDB, the two configurations were compared,
and the results for color were found to be slightly better. The
effect of the color property does not appear to be strong in the
pre-training phase, e.g., 93.1 (w/ color) vs. 92.9 (w/o color)
on C10.

4.2.8 Training Epoch

In Table 7, we explore the three types of training terms in
FractalDB-1k: 90, 120, and 200 epochs in the pre-training
phase. According to the results, we can confirm that the effect
of longer-term training (200 epochs) is relatively higher than
shorter term training using 90 or 120 epochs.

4.2.9 Best Practice in FractalDB Pre-trained Model

We further explored the set of parameters in the FractalDB
pre-trainedmodel. According to the results of the explorative
study and additional tuning with parameter combinations,
the highest accuracies occurred in #category (1000/10,000),
#instance (1,000), patch (fixed 3 × 3 patch in an image),
filling rate (0.2), weight of intra-category fractals (0.4), #dot
(200k), image size (362×362), color configuration (random
color), and training epoch (200 epochs). The performance
rates are shown in Table 8.
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Table 1 Exploration: patch
versus point

C10 C100 IN100 P30

Point 87.4 66.1 73.9 73.0

Patch (random) 92.1 72.0 78.9 73.2

Patch (fix) 92.9 73.6 80.0 75.0

Bold values indicate top-ranked scores in the experimental results

Table 2 Exploration: filling rate C10 C100 IN100 P30

.05 91.8 72.4 80.2 74.6

.10 92.0 72.3 80.5 75.5

.15 91.7 71.6 80.2 74.3

.20 91.3 70.8 78.8 74.7

.25 91.1 63.2 72.4 74.1

Bold values indicate top-ranked scores in the experimental results

Table 3 Exploration: weights C10 C100 IN100 P30

.1 92.1 72.0 78.9 73.2

.2 92.4 72.7 79.2 73.9

.3 92.4 72.6 79.2 74.3

.4 92.7 73.1 79.6 74.9

.5 91.8 72.1 78.9 73.5

Bold values indicate top-ranked scores in the experimental results

Table 4 Exploration: #Dot C10 C100 IN100 P30

100k 91.3 70.8 78.8 74.7

200k 90.9 71.0 79.2 74.8

400k 90.4 70.3 80.0 74.5

Bold values indicate top-ranked scores in the experimental results

Table 5 Exploration: image
size

C10 C100 IN100 P30

256 92.9 73.6 80.0 75.0

362 92.2 73.2 80.5 75.1

512 90.9 71.0 79.2 73.0

724 90.8 71.0 79.2 73.0

1024 89.6 68.6 77.5 71.9

Bold values indicate top-ranked scores in the experimental results

Table 6 Grayscale versus color
for the pre-training model

C10 C100 IN100 P30

Grayscale 92.9 73.6 80.5 75.5

Color 93.1 74.7 80.6 75.4

Bold values indicate top-ranked scores in the experimental results
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Table 7 Training epoch C10 C100 IN100 P30

90 ep 93.1 74.7 80.6 75.4

120 ep 93.1 74.7 81.4 75.6

200 ep 93.2 75.7 82.7 75.9

Bold values indicate top-ranked scores in the experimental results

Table 8 Classification accuracies of Ours (FractalDB-1k / 10k), Scratch, DeepCluster-10k (DC-10k), ImageNet-100/1k and Places-30/365 pre-
trained models on representative pre-training datasets

Method Pre-train Img Type C10 C100 IN1k P365 VOC12 OG

Scratch – – 87.6 62.7 76.1 49.9 58.9 1.1

DC-10k Natural Self-supervision 89.9 66.9 66.2 51.5 67.5 15.2

Places-30 Natural Supervision 90.1 67.8 69.1 – 69.5 6.4

Places-365 Natural Supervision 94.2 76.9 71.4 – 78.6 10.5

ImageNet-100 Natural Supervision 91.3 70.6 – 49.7 72.0 12.3

ImageNet-1k Natural Supervision 96.8 84.6 – 50.3 85.8 17.5

FractalDB-1k Formula Formula-supervision 93.4 75.7 70.3 49.5 58.9 20.9

FractalDB-10k Formula Formula-supervision 94.1 77.3 71.5 50.8 73.6 29.2

Weshow the types of pre-trained image (Pre-train Img;which includes {Natural Image (Natural), Formula-driven Image (Formula)}) andSupervision
types (Type;which includes {Self-supervision, Supervision, Formula-supervision}).We employedCIFAR-10 (C10), CIFAR-100 (C100), ImageNet-
1k (IN1k), Places-365 (P365), classification set of Pascal VOC 2012 (VOC12) and Omniglot (OG) datasets. The bold and underlined values show
the best scores, and bold values indicate the second best scores

4.2.10 Comparison to Other Pre-trained Datasets

We compared Scratch from random parameters, Places-30 /
365 (Zhouet al. 2017), ImageNet-100/1k (ILSVRC’12) (Deng
et al. 2008), and FractalDB-1k/10k in Table 8. Since the
hyperparameters of representative learning configuration are
different depending on the publication, we implemented all
frameworks fairly with the same parameters and compared
the method (FractalDB-1k/10k) to the baselines (Scratch,
DeepCluster-10k, Places-30/365, and ImageNet-100/1k).
The hyperparameters are already shown in the implemen-
tation details.

The proposed FractalDB pre-trained model recorded sev-
eral good performance rates. We respectively describe them
by comparing our Formula-driven Supervised Learning with
Scratch, Self-supervised and Supervised Learning.

4.2.11 Comparison to Training from Scratch

FractalDB-1k/10k pre-trained models recorded much higher
accuracies than models trained from scratch on relatively
small-scale datasets (C10/100, VOC12 and OG). In case
of fine-tuning on large-scale datasets (ImageNet-1k/Places-
365), the effect of pre-trainingwas relatively small. However,
in fine-tuning on Places-365, the FractalDB-10k pre-trained
model helped to improve the performance rate which was
also higher than ImageNet-1k pre-training (FractalDB-10k
50.8 vs. ImageNet-1k 50.3).

4.2.12 Comparison to Self-Supervised Learning

We assigned DeepCluster-10k (Caron et al. 2018) to com-
pare the automatically generated image categories. The 10k
denotes pre-training with 10k categories. We believe that
the auto-annotation with DeepCluster is the most similar
method to our formula-driven image dataset. DeepCluster-
10k also assigns the samecategory to images that have similar
image patterns based onK-means clustering. Our FractalDB-
1k/10k pre-trained models outperformed DeepCluster-10k
on five different datasets, e.g., FractalDB-10k 94.1 versus
DeepCluster 89.9 (C10), 77.3 versus DeepCluster-10k 66.9
(C100). Our method is thus superior to DeepCluster-10k
which is a self-supervised learning method to learn feature
representations in image recognition.

4.2.13 Comparison to Supervised Learning

We compared four types of supervised pre-training (e.g.,
ImageNet-1k and Places-365 datasets and their limited cate-
gories ImageNet-100 and Places-30 datasets). ImageNet-100
and Places-30 are subsets of ImageNet-1k and Places-
365. The numbers correspond to the number of cate-
gories. At the beginning, our FractalDB-10k surpassed the
ImageNet-100/Places-30 pre-trained models on all fine-
tuning datasets. The results show that our framework is more
effective than pre-training with subsets from ImageNet-1k
and Places-365.
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Table 9 Other architectures

Arch. PT PTimg Type C10 C100 IN1k P365 VOC12 OG

AlexNet Scratch – – 88.2 64.5 56.5 49.7 61.5 15.7

P365 Nat. Img Supervision 91.9 72.5 46.3 – N/A 22.0

IN1k Nat. Img Supervision 93.6 76.0 – 50.5 77.9 23.3

F1k Formula Formula-supervision 89.4 65.91 59.0 50.5 65.5 25.2

F10k Formula Formula-supervision N/A N/A 57.6 49.6 52.8 21.5

ResNet-18 Scratch – – 89.3 67.5 69.7 51.6 64.2 0.5

P365 Nat. Img Supervision 93.2 73.4 65.5 – 76.7 14.7

IN1k Nat. Img Supervision 95.7 81.6 – 50.2 83.4 20.9

F1k Formula Formula-supervision 92.1 72.4 65.2 50.7 64.2 33.0

F10k Formula Formula-supervision 91.9 72.7 64.8 51.7 70.7 30.9

ResNet-50 Scratch – – 87.6 62.7 76.1 49.9 58.9 1.1

P365 Nat. Img Supervision 94.2 76.9 71.4 – 78.6 10.5

IN1k Nat. Img Supervision 96.8 84.6 – 50.3 85.8 17.5

F1k Formula Formula-supervision 93.4 75.7 70.3 49.5 58.9 20.9

F10k Formula Formula-supervision 94.1 77.3 71.5 50.8 73.6 29.2

ResNet-152 Scratch – – 85.2 59.5 78.3 48.2 55.1 1.6

P365 Nat. Img Supervision 94.9 77.8 71.4 – 55.4 15.8

IN1k Nat. Img Supervision 97.7 86.8 – 49.6 87.4 20.1

F1k Formula Formula-supervision 93.7 75.7 71.8 54.3 55.1 23.4

F10k Formula Formula-supervision 94.3 78.0 72.1 54.4 73.2 30.6

ResNeXt-101 Scratch – – 85.3 59.7 68.7 46.9 55.9 2.4

P365 Nat. Img Supervision 94.8 78.3 72.3 – 55.0 22.6

IN1k Nat. Img Supervision 96.0 81.2 – 48.1 81.6 25.5

F1k Formula Formula-supervision 94.0 77.1 72.7 48.9 55.9 24.0

F10k Formula Formula-supervision 94.3 78.3 72.3 48.6 73.4 27.6

DenseNet-161 Scratch – – 90.9 69.4 77.1 51.0 63.8 2.7

P365 Nat. Img Supervision 95.3 78.8 73.6 – 79.3 25.6

IN1k Nat. Img Supervision 97.6 86.7 – 51.8 86.4 28.5

F1k Formula Formula-supervision 94.0 77.0 72.3 51.1 74.1 23.5

F10k Formula Formula-supervision 94.5 78.8 72.6 52.0 73.1 28.9

We list AlexNet, ResNet-{18, 50, 152}, ResNeXt-101, andDenseNet-161 architectures.We compare the FractalDB-1k/10k (F1k/F10k)with training
from scratch (Scratch), Places-365/ImageNet-1k pre-trained models (P365 / IN1k). The datasets used are as per Table 8. The bold and underlined
values show the best scores, and bold values indicate the second best scores

We compare the supervised pre-training methods that cur-
rently represent the most promising pre-training approach.
Although our FractalDB-1k/10k is not superior to them in all
settings, our method partially outperformed the ImageNet-
1k pre-trained model on Places-365 (FractalDB-10k 50.8
vs. ImageNet-1k 50.3) and Omniglot (FractalDB-10k 29.2
vs. ImageNet-1k 17.5) and Places-365 pre-trained model
on CIFAR-100 (FractalDB-10k 77.3 vs. Places-365 76.9)
and ImageNet (FractalDB-10k 71.5 vs. Places-365 71.4).
The ImageNet-1k pre-trained model is much better than our
proposed method on fine-tuning datasets such as C100 and
VOC12 since these datasets contain similar categories such
as animals and tools.

4.2.14 Comparison with Other Architecture Ablations

We further compare the proposed pre-trained models in
several architectures.We assigned eight representative archi-
tectures, namely, AlexNet, VGGNet-{16, 19}, ResNet-{18,
50, 152}, ResNeXt-101, and DenseNet-161. The results
are shown in Table 9. However, during the experiment,
we could not optimize FractalDB pre-trained VGGNet-{16,
19}. Therefore, accuracies with VGGNet-{16, 19} are not
included in the table.

In the ResNet-family architectures on ResNets, ResNeXt-
101, and DenseNet-161, we confirmed a similar tendency.
The FractalDB pre-trained models achieved the top accura-
cies on OG and Places-365, better results on C100. From
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the results on C10, the FractalDB pre-trained models seem
to increase the performance rates depending on the deeper
layers, from 18 to 152. On the other hand, the FractalDB
pre-trained AlexNet also assists with fine-tuning on the
ImageNet-1k dataset. The gap between scratch and Frac-
talDB pre-training was +2.5 pt (FractalDB-10k, 59.0, vs.
Scratch, 56.5). According to the experiments on several CNN
architectures, the proposed FractalDB is effective in the pre-
training phase.

Fig. 6 The relationship between label noise and accuracy. In this
experiment, noise 0% and 100% respectively mean normal FractalDB
pre-training and fully randomized FractalDB pre-training. We show the
transitions up-to 1000 iterations, therefore, the maximum accuracy is
around 80% in the case of ‘Noise 0%’

4.3 Explorative Study

We also validated the proposed framework in terms of (i)
category assignment, (ii) convergence speed, (iii) freezing
parameters in fine-tuning, (iv) comparison to other formula-
driven image datasets, (v) model ensemble, (vi) recognized
category analysis, and (vii) visualization of first convolu-
tional filters and attention maps.

4.3.1 Category assignment (see Fig. 6 and Table 10)

At the beginning, we validated whether the optimization can
be successfully performed using the proposed FractalDB.
Figure 6 shows how the pre-training accuracy varies as a
function of label noise. We randomly replaced the category
labels. Here, 0% and 100% noise indicate normal training
and fully randomized training, respectively. According to the
results on FractalDB-1k, a CNNmodel can successfully clas-
sify fractal images, which are defined by iterated functions.
Moreover, well-defined categories with a balanced pixel rate
allow optimization on FractalDB. When fully randomized
labels were assigned in FractalDB training, the architecture
could not classify any images and the loss value was static
(the accuracies are 0% at most). According to the result, we
confirmed that the effect of the fractal category is reliable
enough to train the image patterns.

Moreover, we used DeepCluster-10k to automatically
assign categories to the FractalDB. Table 10 shows the com-
parison between category assignment with DeepCluster-10k

Table 10 The classification accuracies of the FractalDB-1k/10k (F1k/F10k) and DeepCluster-10k (DC-10k)

Dataset Category(classi f ication)%

Mtd PT Img C10 C100 IN1k P365 VOC12 OG

DC-10k Natural 89.9 66.9 66.2 51.2 67.5 15.2

DC-10k Formula 83.1 57.0 65.3 53.4 60.4 15.3

F1k Formula 93.4 75.7 70.3 49.5 58.9 20.9

F10k Formula 94.1 77.3 71.5 50.8 73.6 29.2

Bold values indicate top-ranked scores in the experimental results
Mtd/PT Img means Method and Pre-trained images

Table 11 Freezing parameters

Freezing layer(s) C10 C100 IN100 P30

w/o freezing 93.4 75.7 82.7 75.9

Conv1 92.3 72.2 77.9 74.3

Conv1, Layer1 92.0 72.0 77.5 72.9

Conv1, Layer1–2 89.3 68.0 71.0 68.5

Conv1, Layer1–3 82.7 56.2 55.0 58.3

Conv1, Layer1–4 49.4 24.7 21.2 31.4

We fixed the first convolutional filter (Conv1) and layers (Layer 1–4) in ResNet-50 architecture. The w/o freezing means that the full-layer update
which is the same as fine-tuning
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Table 12 Other formula-driven image datasets with Bezier Curves DataBase (BCDB) and Perlin Noise DataBase (PNDB) in addition to FractalDB
(FDB).

Pre-training #img C10 C100 IN100 P30

Scratch 0 87.6 60.6 75.3 70.3

BCDB-144 144k 87.6 62.5 72.7 73.5

BCDB-1024 1.024M 89.7 68.1 73.0 73.6

PNDB-100 100k 90.9 70.2 73.0 73.3

PNDB-1296 1.296M 90.4 71.1 79.7 74.2

FDB-1k 1.0M 93.4 75.7 82.7 75.9

We also list the number of pre-training image (#img)
Bold values indicate top-ranked scores in the experimental results

(k-means) and FractalDB-1k/10k (IFS). We confirm that
DeepCluster-10k cannot successfully assign a category to
fractal images. The gaps between IFS and k-means assign-
ments are {11.0, 20.3, 13.2} on {C10, C100, VOC12}. This
clearly indicates that our category assignments in FDSL,
through the principle of IFS and the parameters in equation
(2), work well compared to DeepCluster-10k.

4.3.2 Convergence Speed (see Fig. 2b)

The transitioned pre-training accuracies values in FractalDB
are similar to those of ImageNet pre-trained model andmuch
faster than scratch from random parameters (Fig. 2b). We
validated the convergence speed in fine-tuning on C10. As
a result of pre-training with FractalDB-1k, we accelerated
the convergence speed in fine-tuning which is similar to the
ImageNet pre-trained model. According to the findings on
pre-training in He et al. He et al. (2019), the FractalDB
pre-training can also promotes faster transfer learning on
additional datasets.

4.3.3 Freezing Parameters in Fine-Tuning (see Table 11)

Although full-parameter fine-tuning is better, conv1 and 2
acquired a highly accurate image representation (Table 11).
Freezing the conv1 layer provided a −1.1 (92.3 vs. 93.4)
or −3.5 (72.2 vs. 75.7) decrease from fine-tuning on C10
and C100, respectively. Compared to the other results, such
as those for conv1–4/5 freezing, the bottom layer tended to
train a better representation. The FractalDB pre-training did
not learn from natural images; therefore, the fixed layers fine-
tuning is not effective. TheFractalDBpre-trainedmodelmust
train middle layers to acquire natural image representations
in the fine-tuning phase.

(a) C10 dataset

(b) C100 dataset

Fig. 7 Twenty-model ensemble with FractalDB-1k
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4.3.4 Comparison to other Formula-Driven Image Datasets
(see Table 12)

Thus far, the proposedFractalDB-1k/10k are better thanother
formula-driven image datasets. We used Perlin noise (Perlin
2002) and Bezier curves (Farin 1993) to generate image pat-
terns and their categories just as FractalDB dataset.

We confirmed that both Perlin noise and Bezier curves are
also beneficial in terms of making a pre-trained model which
can achieve better rates than training from scratch. How-
ever, the proposed FractalDB is better than these approaches
(Table 12). For a fairer comparison, we cite a similar
#category in the formula-driven image datasets, namely
FractalDB-1k (total #image: 1M),Bezier-1024 (1.024M) and
Perlin-1296 (1.296M). The significantly improved rates are
+3.0 (FractalDB-1k 93.4 vs. Perlin-1296 90.4) on C10, +4.6
(FractalDB-10k 75.7 vs. Perlin-1296 71.1) on C100, +3.0
(FractalDB-1k 82.7 vs. Perlin-1296 79.7) on IN100, and +1.7
(FractalDB-1k 75.9 vs. Perlin-1296 74.2) on P30.

4.3.5 Ensemble Model (see Fig. 7)

The FractalDB pre-trained model helps to improve accuracy
with amodel ensemble in addition to a singlemodel. Figure 7
shows the results for a 20-model ensemble with FractalDB-
1k. The final accuracy reaches 94.7/79.3 on C10/C100
datasets.

4.3.6 Recognized Category Analysis (see Table 13)

We investigated which categories are better recognized by
the FractalDB pre-trained model compared to the ImageNet
pre-trained model. Table 13 shows the category names and
classification rates. The FractalDB pre-trained model tends
to be better when an image contains recursive patterns (e.g.,
a keyboard, maple trees).

4.3.7 Visualization of First Convolutional Filters (see
Fig. 8a–e) and Attention Maps (see Fig. 8f)

We visualized first convolutional filters and Grad-CAM (Sel-
varaju et al. 2017) with pre-trained ResNet-50. As seen
in ImageNet-1k/Places-365 / DeepCluster-10k (Fig. 8a, b,
e) and FractalDB-1k/10k pre-training (Fig. 8c, d), our
pre-trained models clearly generate different feature repre-
sentations from conventional natural image datasets. Based
on the experimental results, we confirmed that the proposed
FractalDB successfully pre-trained a CNN model without
any natural images even though the convolutional basis fil-
ters are different from the natural image pre-training with
ImageNet-1k/DeepCluster-10k.

The pre-trained models with Grad-CAM can generate
heatmaps fine-tuned on the C10 dataset. According to the

center-right and right in Fig. 8f, the FractalDB-1k/10k also
look at the objects.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

We achieved pre-training without natural images through
Formula-Driven Supervised Learning (FDSL) based on frac-
tals. We successfully pre-trained models on FractalDB and
fine-tuned the models on several representative datasets,
including CIFAR-10/100, ImageNet, Places-365 and Pas-
cal VOC. The performance rates were higher than those
of models trained from scratch and some supervised / self-
supervised learning methods.

5.1 Towards a Better Pre-Trained Dataset

The proposed FractalDB pre-trained model partially outper-
formed ImageNet-1k/Places-365 pre-trained models, e.g.,
FractalDB-10k 77.3 vs. Places-365 76.9 on CIFAR-100,
FractalDB-10k 50.8 vs. ImageNet-1k 50.3 on Places-365.
If we could improve the transfer accuracy of the pre-training
without natural images, then the ImageNet dataset and the
pre-trained model may be replaced so as to protect fairness,
preserve privacy, and decrease annotation labor. Recently, for
example, 80M Tiny Images2 and ImageNet (human-related
categories)3 withdrew public access. We complementarily
update our framework with similar research topics such as
self-supervised learning and unsupervised feature represen-
tation learning. We generated surprising results from FDSL
without any natural images in the sense of natural-image-like
data representations, such as geometric viewpoint changes
and smoothly jointed pixels in images.

5.2 A Different Image Representation FromHuman
Annotated Datasets

Thevisual patterns pre-trainedbyFractalDBacquire a unique
feature in a different way from ImageNet-1k (see Fig. 8).
The FractalDB pre-trained model can acquire a good repre-
sentation to understand natural images even though there are
no natural images in the pre-training phase. In the future,
steerable pre-training may be available depending on the
fine-tuning task. Due to the characteristics of automatically
generated datasets, we can create any labels, e.g., geo-
metric representations, centroids/bounding boxes, and area
segments. Through our experiments, we confirm that the
parameter tuning and configuration search approaches are
effective to enhance the performance for fine-tuning on nat-
ural image datasets. We hope that the proposed pre-training

2 https://groups.csail.mit.edu/vision/TinyImages/.
3 http://image-net.org/update-sep-17-2019.
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Table 13 Performance rates in which FractalDB was better than the ImageNet pre-trained model on C10/C100/IN100/P30 fine-tuning

Dataset Category(rates)%

C10 –

C100 Bee(89versus87), chair(92versus89), keyboard(95versus93), maple tree(72versus71), motorcycle(99versus95),

orchid(92versus90), pine tree(70versus69)

IN100 Kerry blue terrier(88versus87), marmot(92versus90), giant panda(92versus91), television(80versus79),

dough(64versus62), valley(94versus93)

P30 cliff(64versus62), mountain(40versus27), skyscraper(85versus84), tundra(79versus77)

We listed the performance rates with FractalDB-1k versus ImageNet pre-trained models

Fig. 8 Visualization results: a–e show the activation of the 1st convolutional layer on ResNet-50, and f illustrates attentions with Grad-CAM (Sel-
varaju et al. 2017)

framework will be amenable to a broader range of tasks, e.g.,
object detection and semantic segmentation, andwill become
a flexibly generated pre-training dataset.

5.3 Are Fractals a Good Rendering Formula?

We are looking for better mathematically generated image
patterns and their categories.We confirmed that FractalDB is

better than datasets based on Bezier curves or Perlin noise in
the context of the pre-trainedmodel (seeTable 12).Moreover,
the proposed FractalDBcan generate a good set of categories,
e.g., the fact that the training accuracy decreased depending
on the label noise (see Fig. 6) and the formula-driven image
generation is better than DeepCluster-10k in most cases, as
a method for category assignment (see Table 10) show how
the fractal categories worked well. According to the experi-
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ments conducted herein, the FractalDB pre-trained model is
themost effectivemethod by comparingwith PerlinNoiseDB
and BezierCurveDB. However, there is scope to improve the
image representation and use a better rendering engine. We
believe that the framework has great potential. The FDSL
does not require natural images taken by a camera, manual
category definition and assignment, or the burden of anno-
tation labor. Moreover, in order to construct a large-scale
pre-training dataset, the framework is not limited to use frac-
tal geometry. Any mathematical formulas, natural laws, and
rendering functions can be employed to create image patterns
and their image labels in the automatically created dataset.
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